The Glass Eye Studio began handblowing art glass in 1978. Today, skilled artisans continue to handmake each art piece. Every Glass Eye creation has its own unique qualities. Our handblown collection includes ornaments, eggs, paperweights, perfume bottles, oil lamps and vases.

The Studio uses a variety of compounds from around the world as well as its signature ingredient—ash from the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens.

We are committed to creating unique designs of the highest quality, which retail well, and are a profitable addition to your store.
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RUBY GLASS 928

SATURN STANDS
The Saturn Ornament Stand is a Glass Eye exclusive, designed to enhance our line of ornaments. This handmade stand is available in blue, clear, aqua and ruby glass. Increase your ornament sales with this attractive retail and display item.

AQUA GLASS 930
CLEAR GLASS 927
BLUE GLASS 929

Thirteen selected patterns are available in the Two Inch ornament size. Look for the "S" after the number on the order form.

TWO INCH ORNAMENTS
Designed slightly smaller than the standard 3" size, the Two Inch ornament looks great at the top of the tree. At a lower price, the Two Inch is an excellent value. Not all of the Two Inch ornaments are pictured. See order form for a full listing.
ACRYLIC SWIRL
The Acrylic Swirl (shown below) is an excellent way to display ornaments for retail sales. The display comes assembled with lines and clips for easy hanging of 12 ornaments. When you decorate it, the Swirl displays the ornaments festively for any season. You receive an offset of two FREE Three Inch ornaments with the purchase of each swirl!

THE GLASS EYE
Collectible Art Glass
1-800-237-6961
(206) 782-6548
7:30 am to 5 pm, weekdays PST
FAX: (206) 789-5505

BRASS ORNAMENT STANDS
Polished brass stands enhance your ornament display. These stands are affordable and make excellent add-ons to your sales.
MARBLEWEIGHTS
Carefully handcrafted, the 1 3/4" Marbleweights are the newest item in our paperweight line. Adding both color and variety to your displays, these fine gifts sell at an affordable price. Each Marbleweight is signed and dated by The Glass Eye Studio.

DISPLAY SIGN
The point-of-purchase retail display card, included with each order, prominently highlights the Mount St. Helens Ash, Handmade and Collectible features of each Glass Eye piece.

ENCLOSURE CARD
A Glass Eye Studio gift/information card is included with each glass piece shipped. This elegantly designed card tells The Glass Eye story and enhances the value of each art piece.

The Glass Eye Studio began producing fine art glass in the 1970s. Today, skilled artists handcraft each art piece. Every Glass Eye creation is individualized with its own unique qualities.

The Glass Eye Studio uses many ingredients from around the world, as well as its signature ingredients - ash from the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens.

The studio is located in the Pacific Northwest, where it's firmly rooted in the glass culture of the region. The studio is dedicated to making collectible art glass, worth of your attention and investment.
SMALL EGG PAPERWEIGHTS

Which came first, the chicken or The Glass Eye egg? Handcrafted Small Egg paperweights are 2 1/2" in height and make charming gifts. Available individually or as part of a set (page 10), each egg is signed and dated by The Glass Eye Studio.

GES SIGNATURE

Each egg, paperweight and marble-weight is individually signed with a special Glass Eye Studio symbol GES, and the production year. For collectors, the signature adds value and distinctive appeal to each piece.

GES 92
For travelers, the Small Egg is affordable, light and compact. Handmade of solid glass, it is a handsome gift for any occasion.

**BRASS STANDS FOR SMALL PAPERWEIGHTS**

These polished brass stands are sized to fit Marbleweights (page 5) and Small Eggs (pages 6-7). Stands display your products at varying heights while requiring no additional shelf space. They also provide you with a source of add-on sales.

**THE GLASS EYE**

Collectible Art Glass
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MEDIUM EGG PAPERWEIGHTS
APPLEWEIGHTS

APPLEWEIGHTS
The solid apple paperweight was originally designed as a special recognition award for Washington State teachers. Each handcrafted Appleweight is signed and dated to enhance its value. Available in red, aqua and clear glass. Appleweights make cherished gifts.
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MEDIUM EGGS
Sixteen handcrafted 3" Medium Egg paperweights are available individually or as part of a set (page 10). Each one is signed and dated by The Glass Eye Studio.
**Round Paperweights**
The 3" round paperweight is a common size found in museums and collections around the world. With thirteen designs in this size, The Glass Eye Studio has Round Paperweights which appeal to both women and men. Each piece is signed and dated by The Glass Eye Studio.

**Heart Paperweights**
These exciting new paperweights from The Glass Eye Studio make precious gifts that speak from the heart. They are available in aqua, clear and pink glass.

**Mirrored Display Stands**
All acrylic Mirrored Displays are created to add depth to your collection of eggs, marbleweights, perfume bottles and paperweights. Each mirrored platform reflects light to accent each piece, catching the eye of your customer.
PAPERWEIGHT SETS

Sets make eye-catching color statements, featuring popular styles. When you order a set, you save $1 per piece ($4 per set).

CUSTOM GIFTS
Create a unique custom award or business gift! Have The Glass Eye Studio inscribe your logo or design onto a solid glass art piece.

Cost is determined by the quantity ordered and art piece chosen. We welcome your inquiries and are ready to discuss your ideas.
**HEART AND OVAL PERFUME BOTTLES**
Our exquisite 3" Heart Bottles come in aqua, pink, clear and purple glass. This year we have added Oval Bottles featuring our popular feather and flower designs. These stoppered perfumes make great gifts for any occasion.

**STOPPERED PERFUME BOTTLE SETS**
Stoppered Perfume Bottles purchased in a set of four (same style) feature a $1 discount per item ($4 off per set)

**ATOMIZERS**
Atomizers have been added to our line of handmade glass perfume bottles. Both shapes - the tall Tower Bottle and the low Genie Bottle come in three colors – white, mosaic and pink/blue glass.

PHOTO SERVICE
Throughout the catalog, pictures of products are marked with an © symbol. These images are available for restricted use in advertising Glass Eye Studio products, or to enhance your Glass Eye product display. We have chosen these pictures to show the quality and collectibility of The Glass Eye Studio line.

Color 35mm slides and 5x7 black and white prints are $5 each.
SCULPTURE VASES
For the lover of art and elegance, the 6-7" Sculpture Vase is available in rich blue, green, black and aqua. Sculpture Vases are free formed with 22k gold leaf and encased in clear glass.

MAKE A DISTINCTIVE COLOR STATEMENT

MOSAIC GLASS
WHITE GLASS
PINK/BLUE GLASS

The Glass Eye Studio has created 18 items in three glass colors, to enable you to make a distinctive color statement in your store. Three popular glass colors – white, mosaic and pink/blue – have been chosen for each family of products. By ordering many pieces within a given color, you can add impact to your displays.

The following items are available in the above three glass colors:

ORNAMENTS

THREE INCH ROUND
TWO INCH ROUND
HEART
PILL
TEARDROP

PERFUME BOTTLES

GENE BOTTLE
TOWER BOTTLE

VASES

POD
BOUJ
SMALL CEREMONIAL
LARGE CEREMONIAL
TRADITIONAL
FOOTED

OIL LAMPS

ROUND
SAUCER
SMALL PEAR
VINT.
LARGE PEAR

The above items are available individually. Some are available as sets. See page 15 and your order form for full details.
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**Marbled Vases**
These three sets include new sizes, designs and shapes. Carefully handmade using an old world punty technique, these vases are in our featured glass colors: white, mosaic and pink/blue. Each piece is hand signed and dated.

- Pod (VP) 3 1/2" H
- Bowl (BR) 6" DIA
- Small Ceremonial (VS) 4 1/2" DIA
- Large Ceremonial (VL) 6 1/2" DIA
- Traditional (VT) 4 1/2" H
- Footed (VF) 8 1/2" H

**Marbled Vase Sets**
Any vase can be purchased individually. When purchased as a complete set in a single glass color, a $2 discount per item applies.

---

**Punty Technique**
A sure way to tell if a vessel is hand-blown is to turn it upside down and check for the "punty mark." This mark is created when a hollow-blown piece is transferred from the blowpipe to a solid steel rod to work the top detail. After the neck or lip is finished, the piece is cracked from the rod and the tell-tale punty mark is left.

---

**Ruby/Blue Net Vases**
This tasteful grouping of vases is created in a ruby/blue glass with a net pattern. Each piece is handmade using the punty technique and is then hand signed and dated.

- Small Traditional (VT) 4 1/2" H
- Round (VR) 5" H
- Medium Traditional (VM) 6" H
- Large Traditional (VL) 7" H
- Bud (VB) 8" H
- Extra Large Traditional (VX) 10" H
Oil Lamps

This year two new styles have been added to our oil lamp selection - the Urn and Large Pear shapes. The Glass Eye Studio has developed whole color lines to help you create strong and attractive displays of this product.

Oil Lamp Sets
Any lamp can be purchased individually or in sets. Order a Five-Piece Set in a single color for a $1 discount per piece!
SL313 Mosaic Oil Lamp Set
SL310 White Oil Lamp Set
SL318 Pink/Blue Oil Lamp Set
SAUCER AND ROUND OIL LAMPS
The Saucer and Round Oil Lamps are 5 1/2" high. Each lamp includes a glass wick holder and fiberglass wick for clean, safe burning.

CAT OIL LAMPS
Figurative Cat Oil Lamps continue to be favored sellers. Add them to your display for both variety and style. Offered in four vibrant colors: blue, ruby, peach and calico.

OIL LAMP ACCESSORIES
Liquid paraffin lamp oil, funnels and extra wicks are important accessory items. Liquid paraffin burns clean, is odor-free and comes in a case of 24 eight ounce bottles. Extra funnels, wicks and holders can be purchased individually.

SET DISCOUNTS
A colorful array of handmade art glass makes a visual impact to catch your customers' eyes. The sets, shown below, also feature a discount of $1 to $2 per piece (see order form for full details).

ORNAMENT SETS Three sets available.

PAPERWEIGHT SETS Seven sets available.

STOPPERED PERFUME BOTTLE SETS Two sets available.

VASE SETS Three sets available.

OIL LAMP SETS Three sets available.

ART GLASS FRUIT SET One set available.
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ART GLASS FRUIT
Savor the delicious colors and designs of our handcrafted and handblown Art Glass Fruit. Each piece is created to stimulate your customer's appetite to own the entire collection. Purchased as a set a $1 discount per piece applies.
ART GLASS FRUIT

Four new pieces are added to our delicious hand-crafted and blown art glass fruit collection. Purchase individually or as a 10-piece set. When you purchase a set, you save $1.00 per piece ($10.00 per set!)

Our orchard-style wood fruit crate is custom made to accent and display your art glass fruit collection. Stamped with our "Always Fresh" logo, this crate is sure to stimulate sales. When you purchase a crate, you receive your choice of one piece of fruit FREE as an offset.
Cobalt Wave Ornament
The Cobalt Wave Ornament is the second ornament offered in our hand numbered, limited edition series. Limited to 2,000 pieces, this heirloom quality ornament is sure to sell out.

Handcrafted from the fiery furnace of The Glass Eye Studio, skilled artisans thread molten cobalt blue glass onto marbled white glass to create this exquisite collectable limited edition ornament.

Santa Ornaments
Our current series features a full-bodied Santa in both ruby and blue glass. This jovial fellow, in all his Christmas attire, tops his pack with an adorable teddy bear. (Stand not included with Santa.)

Four-Inch Ornaments
The four-inch ornament is slightly larger than our best selling three-inch size. Created in the ever-popular diamond facet (shown here), as well as the mosaic and twist patterns (shown above), these ornaments will add to your selection and display.
GRAND ORNAMENT SETS

Three Grand Ornament Sets, with five ornaments ranging from a two-inch to a super six-inch size, create dramatic displays. Each ornament can be ordered individually or as a set. When you order a set, you receive $1.00 off on each piece.

A custom-designed five-point acrylic swirl can be purchased to highlight your Grand Ornament Set and is sure to attract customers' attention. You receive as an offset your choice of one FREE four-inch ornament with the purchase of each swirl.

1-800-237-6961
(206) 782-6548
FAX: (206) 789-5505

THE GLASS EYE STUDIO
LARGE SAUCER OIL LAMPS

The newest addition to our most popular oil lamp design, the Large Saucer is offered in three popular colors. Substantial in size (approximately seven inches in diameter), this large saucer is sure to light a gleam in your customers' eyes.

See the complete line of oil lamps on pages 14-15 of our catalog.
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